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ABSTRACT

We measured the void probability functions (VPF) for two virtually redshift complete

samples of Abel! clusters, and used them to test four current theoretical models. The VPF of R > 1

clusters is iower than that of the explosion model by about one order. The open CDM model

(£2 = 0 2) is excluded at > 3<r also due to oversuperclustering. The VPF of the flat neutrinos

dominated universe is consistent with the observations, and the flat CDM model could be marginally

accepted at 2<J in matching the observational VPF, However, all four models are unsuccessful if

we combine the two- point correlation function and VPF.
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1. Introduction

The spatial Abell cluster distributions are very important for our under-

standing of the large scale structure of the universe. The two-point and

the three-point correlation functions of Abell clustera(Bahcall and Soneira,

1983; Klypin and Kopylov, 1983; Jing and Zhang, 1989; T6th, Hollosi and

Szalay, 1989) have already put very strong constraints on the current the-

ories of galaxy formation. To further test theoretical models, we need all

n-point correlation functions. But unfortunately, it is difficult to directly

and accurately obtain four-point or higher order correlation functions from

the existing cluster catalogues. Other measures, which contain the infor-

mation of high order correlation functions, have to be chosen for such a

purpose.

In this paper, we use the void probability function (VPF) Po(V), which

is defined as the probability of finding no cluster in & volume V, to test

several current theoretical models. As White(l970) pointed out, the VPF

is closely connected with all n-point correlation functions. Recently, Wein-

berg, Qst rito and Dekel (1989; hereafter WOD) have released the 3-D VPF

data of four numerical simulations: two inflation models dominated by cold

dark matter (CDM) and by neutrinos (HDM), an open CDM model with

fl = 0.2 and an explosion model with the extended power-law. The VPFs

are very different from model to model. So it is very effective to use the

observational data to distinguish them. Although we recently made an
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analysis of VPF for the new Abetl cluster catalogue(Jing, 10K9), it was

two-dimensional. There were no any 3-D observational VPF data of Abell

clusters. It is the main purpose of this paper to measure VI1 Fs for two

virtually redshift complete samples and to compare them wilh the simula-

tions.

2. Samples and Method

The samples used here are taken from the new A bell cluster catalogue( A bell,

Corwin and Olowin, 1989; hereafter rcfered to ACO catalogue). As we

know, only about 1/5 of clusters have the measured redshifts available,

and those clusters are essentially very near. In order to study the 3-D dis-

tributions, we need to construct a sample whkh is redshifl complete and

distance limitted. When we choose such a sample, we do our best to make

the sample's redshift as complete as possible, and at the mean time, to take

tha sample as large as possible. We also restrict the sample to the high

latitude |h" | > 40°, in order for a regular boundary of the sample and for

small gaUtic extinction effects. As a result, we have a sample (Sample

I) of richness R > 1 and redshift z < 0.09, which contains 172 clusters,

with 02 in the northern hemisphere and 80 in the southern. All north,

ern dusters have the measured redshills, but out of SO southern dusters,

II have no redshifts (so redshift complete to 91%). These redsbifts were

compiled hy the author, mainly from Slruble ami Rood (l'.)N7), ACO and

recent references. As Abell et al.(1989) claimed that the ACO catalogue is

nominally complete to z — 0.2 for clusters of R > 0, we also construct a

sample (Sample II) of clusters with R. > 0 and z < 0.08. It contains a total

of 271 clusters, of which 133 are in the northern hemisphere and remainings

in the southern. Of these clusters, 248 have the measured redshifts (com-

plete to 92%). For those clusters without the measured redshifts in these

two samples, we use the magnitude-redshift mio - v relation of Postman et

al.{l'.)85) to estimate their redshifts. As Postman et at. pointed out that

this mio - z relation is suitable for clusters of mm < 16.5, the estimated

redshifts for our case are reliable. Furthermore only for a very small portion

of clusters, the estimated redshifts are used. We can believe that these are

two nood 3-D samples. The fact that VPFs of the northern part of Sample

I and of its southern part are very similar (see below), means that using

estimated redshifts for a few clusters dose not affect our final results much.

We generalize the method of our previous paper (Jing, 1989) to the

three-dimension. We randomly place a large set of random points in the

sample volume. Arrouud each point, we draw a set of spheres. The radii of

the spheres are taken continuously from 5 Mpch"1 to 65 Mpch ' for Sample

I and to ."j5 Mpch ' for Sample II, with the same separation 1 Mpch 1 . If a

sphere crosses the sample boundary, we exclude it in our calculation, thus

conirtiiiR the boundary effects. Then we count the number of clusters

iii r.irh ;.pher«, and get the count probabilities. Because 1,000,000 radon)



points are spreaded for each sample, the uncertainties introduced by the

method itself must he very small. But the intrinsic errors of a sample could

not be avoided. So we divided tin; sample into northern and southern

suhsamples, ant] analyse them separately. The differences between the

northern and southern subsamples ran represent such intrinsic errors.

In this paper, tin; deceleration quantity q0 is taken to be 0..1), and the

Hubble constant is It(i • lOOh km/Mpc.s.

3. Results, discussions and conclusions

First, we present in Injure 1 the count probability functions Pw(l!) (which

is defined as the probability of finding exactly N clusters in a sphere of

radius R) with N ~ 0—2 for the two samples. The solid and the dot-

dashed lines represent the probabilities for Sample I and those expected for

a random sample respectively, and the dotted and the daslied lines are for

the Sample II and for a corresponding random sample. We can we, due to

the lower number density of Sample 1, its curves are shifted to larger scales.

However, their general shapes remain same. In figure la, we find that there

are always more voids in the real samples than in random samples, which

is completely consistent with the fact that Abell clusters are distributed

nnniandomly. And in (inures lb anil Ic, the curves of the cluster samples

Hat ten more than the random samples. l'j(R) at large scales, aisd I'j(R) at

both sniiill and large scales an- larger in the cluster samples, which reflects

that (lose pairs (or superclusters) and voids are more abundant compared

to rail-torn samples.

Now we compare our results to the simulation data quoted by WOD.

This set of data consists of the void probability functions in four typical

scenarios: C[)M and II DM with fl = 1, an open CDM with fl -•-- 0.2 and

Un> explosion model with extended power-law. The first three simulations,

as WOD told us, are from A. Melolt, and the numerical methods are same

as thai, used in l!;i!.iiski, Melott and Bums(J987, hereafter BMB). The last

oni! is the most favorable model in the explosion scenario, which (its the

observational data best(WOD). For details of simulations, we refer readers

to 1IMII and WOD.

W'll) save the I'o as a function of nV, the expected number in a vol-

ume V. It is well known(e.g. White,1979 and Schaeffer,1984), Po depends

on thi mean density n, volume V and correlation functions. So only when

the clusters are selected ill simulations in the same way (such as using

tin' tiii'an separation criterion) as that in the real catalogue, comparison

of .simulations with observations is meaningful. The data of the explosion

Kiiiiutris ion (WOD) are for richness It > I clusters. The other three numer-

ic.i! models seem to simulate the distributions of R > 0 clustersfsee BMR,

and a recent paper of (><>tt et al., 1989). it's a great pity that WOD have

not. clt irly dec hired it when they quoted the simulation data of A. Melott.

Kor sre urity, we compare our statistical results of R > 1 as well as of R >



0 with the four simulations simultaneously-

Ill figure 2a, we plot our statistical data of R > 1 clusters, and the

simulation data for comparision(taken from WOD). We find that all sim-

ulations have higher void probabilities than the real sample. As pointed

out previously, only the data of explosion scenario are for R > I clusters,

so in fact only a comparision with this data set is meaningful. At nV ~

,r> (i.e. R ~ 60 Mpch ' ) , Po of the explosion model is larger than that of

observation about one order. As the difference of the northern and the

southern subsamplcs is only < 40% (which represents the errors), the ex-

plosion scenario has too much superclustering. The conclusion is the same

as that WOD obtained from the two-point correlation functionsfonly com-

patible with the observations at the la upper limit). It is important to

note that the extended power-law model is the weakest clustering model

iti the explosion scenario(WOD). Now our results more apparently indicate

that the explosion origin of the large scale structure of the universe can be

excluded due to ovcrauperclustorin^.

We compare our results of II > 0 clusters with the simulations in Kig-

ure 2\t. As described previously, the simulations of Melott are high prob-

ably for It > 0 clusters. The figure shows that the neutrinos dominated

itiodel(IH)M) fits the observational data best, and the CDM model(with

11 I) could be accepted within 'la. The tow-fl CDM mode! is much

worse in matching Abell catalogue (> ,'5<T). Tin- previous study of BMB,

by using the two-point correlation functionfthia will be discussed below)

atid the percolation method, favors more the low-fl model and against the

IIDM and CDM inflation mo deb. Our above conclusion is not necessary to

contradict with that of DMD, because Po is dependent on the integration

series of al! n-potnt correlation functions. We can only consider the VPF

;LS .in independent and complement measure to the two-point correlation.

It would be helpful to check the two-point correlation of the two samples.

Our results are presented in Figure 3. For r < 45 Mpch ', the best fits

with I he power-law index i = -1.8 give £(r) - (*r)'H and ('-J}1" for R >

1 and R > 0 clusters respectively! the solid and dot-dashed lines in the

figure)- The £ of R. > 1 is a little smaller than the well known value of

Halir.iM and Soneira(l9K3, the dashed line in the figure ), but is consistent

with other recent slndies(e.g. Ling et al. 1986; Lahav et al. 1989). This

smaller value would make the explosion scenario more trouble. The £ of

1! > 0 is accordant with that of BMB. The only difference is our £ of It

> 0 clusters becomes negtive when r > 45 Mpch'', while the £ of BMB

bus a positive value at 60 80 Mpch"1 which had ever been a factor against

tbe CDM and HMD models. Certainly the other difficulties encounted in

matching observational £ still exist, such as £ of both CDM and HDM

bec.omivs negtive <tI. r > 30 Mpch"1, CDM has too small £ and HDM has

too lai^e f at r <•. 15 Mpch"1. So CDM and HDM models can not explain

the ol)served two-point correlation function. Ity the way, the higher Po of



Sample II than Sample I dus I»I mean R > 0 clusters have more clustering

as shown by £.

In conclusions, the void distributions of Abell clusters clearly exclude

tho open COM model with Gaussian initial fluctuations and the posibi!

ity of explosion origin of the large scale structure. The flat HDM model

can explain the VPF of R > 0 clusters well, and the flat CDM model

can marginally accepted at 'la in matching observational VPF. However,

combining the two-point correlation functions, the later two models also

eiMoimt much trouble. It seems tliat using estimated redahifts for a small

portion of clusters iLi\s r»n influence our conclusions much. In one word,

all current models are unsuccessful in reproducing the distribution of Abell

clusters, unless the samples chosen here are peculiar and not to be a fair

sample(To test it, we have to wait the completion of a larger redshift sain-

plr).
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Figure Captions

Fit;. I. The count probability functions l 'w( l t) of Abell clusters. The

solid and the doited lines are for l( • 1 and It > 0 dusters irspecliveh

The dot-dashed and tlie dashed lines represent the expected values of ,<

random It > 1 and of a random It > (1 sample- a) for N 0; li| for M I

and c) for N 2

F'lK. 2a. The voiil distribution function as a function of nV. The solid line

It '-• 1 sample; dotted line: its northern part; dot-dashed line: its southern

part; dashed line: a random sample; pluses + solid line; explosion model;

asterisks -f dot-dashed line: open model; circles + dottrd line: flat CDM;

and crosses ) dashed line: IIDM

Fig. 2t>. ••• The void distribution function us a function of nV. '['he circles:

R > 0 sample; pluses: its northern part; asterisks: its .southern part; the

lower dashed lino: a random sample; dot-dashed line: explosion model; dot-

ted line; open CDM; the upper dashed line: flat CDM; and solid line: HUM

Fift. 3. The two-point correlation function of Abell clusters. The pluses

are the data of R > 1 clusters, and the solid line i = (y)'^ represents their

best fit with the power-law index -7 - 1.8. The circles are the data of R >

0 clusters, and the dot-dashed line £ • ( ^ ) l • represents their best lit. The

dotted-line is the best fit of R > t and 1) < 1 sample, taken from Hahcall

and Soneira(Hm:i)
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